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About This Game

Speed through stunning, stylised environments tracing ribbons of light, releasing the energy in the music. Battle strange enemies
and fight epic boss battles all driven by an incredible licensed soundtrack.

Independent micro-studio ‘Mad Fellows’ brings you a unique and innovative game featuring music from Noisia, Flux Pavilion,
Katy B, The Prototypes, Neosignal and many more.

N.B. A controller with dual analogue sticks is required to play Aaero. (e.g. Xbox 360/One, PlayStation DualShock etc.)
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Title: Aaero
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mad Fellows
Publisher:
Mad Fellows
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2017
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I really tried to like this game. The visuals and music are really cool and it's a very unique idea, and I love rhythm games. I was
very excited to pick it up on sale for $3.

It just feels really awkward to move your ship around and have it exactly on the line. It seems almost impossible to have it right
on track. I played the game for a good hour and I still had no idea what was going wrong with my shooting. It seems like you
actually have to shoot a little off the beat? And you can't shoot even a little too late? I don't know if I'm a baby when it comes to
games with high difficulty, but there should be at least a little room for error to make the experience enjoyable and not
frustrating.

Along with a few things that erk me like very few graphics options (that don't seem to do much) and a very confusing tutorial, it
was just not something I could keep playing.

It seems like a lot of people do enjoy the game, so you could try it out. I could be completely wrong and just have an unpopular
opinion, but it really didn't feel like a rhythm game to me. More of a bullet hell shooter synced to music which was not was I
was expecting.
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